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AY16 
• Aviation – Self-study received. Externals approved. Self-study not planned. 
AY19 
• Educational Studies – Chair and dean response received. To graduate council.  
• School of Rehabilitation and Communication Studies - Negotiating a review date for three 
separate programs aligned with accreditation. (Howard agreed to 3-separate reviews.) 
AY20 
• Applied Health Sciences and Wellness – Site visit suspended until fall due to coronavirus. 
• Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering – Awaiting self-study. 
• Civil Engineering – Site visit suspended until fall due to coronavirus. 
• Computer Science/Electrical Engineering – Site visit suspended until fall due to 
coronavirus. 
• Mechanical Engineering – Report to Dean and Chair. 
 
AY 21 
• College of Business – notified of upcoming review 
• School of Communication Studies – notified of upcoming review 
• Media Arts and Studies- notified of upcoming review 
• School of Journalism - notified of upcoming review 
• Mass Communication (joint Journalism and Media Arts) - notified of upcoming review 
• Center for Law, Justice, and Culture - notified of upcoming review 
• Learning Communities (include AAC?) -- notified of upcoming review 
• Engineering Technology – Lancaster -- notified of upcoming review 
• Honor's Tutorial College/Honors Program (delayed from AY18) -- notified of upcoming 
review 
• Linguistics/ELIP/OPIE (follow up 16-17) – notified of upcoming review 
• Human and Consumer Sciences Education (follow up 16-17) -- notified of upcoming 
review 
 
Looking ahead to next year: 9 new, +2 follow up, +5 leftover (underlined) = 16 reviews 
  
